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Happy Birthday Paul Kukla!
By Kate
Abel to Yzerman

04/05/2024
at
8:10am EDT
Comments (27)

Hey folks, an open birthday post for Paul. Feel free to send a wish or two.😉☘️
View Post

Filed In:Abel to Yzerman

NHL Short Notes
By Paul
Kukla's Korner Hockey

04/05/2024
at
1:34am EDT
Comments (0)

* Gabriel Vilardi scored a hat trick to cap off a night that saw the Jets become the eighth team to clinch a berth in the 2024 Stanley Cup Playoffs.
* Brad Marchand became the fifth player in franchise history to reach the 400-goal milestone as the Bruins were one of a trio of Atlantic Division clubs to pick up wins during Thursday’s nine-game slate.
* A six-game Friday will feature a TVA Sports doubleheader that pits Nathan MacKinnon and the Avalanche against Connor McDavid and the Oilers – the second- and third-ranked players in the 2023-24 Art Ross Trophy race.
Continue Reading
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Detroit Fans Will Be Watching Two Games Tonight
By Paul
Abel to Yzerman

04/04/2024
at
6:50pm EDT
Comments (30)

Open post, feel free to discuss.
Washington (74 gp, 82 pts) is tied with the Wings (75 gp, 82 pts) for the 2nd wild card spot. They hold a one point lead on the Islanders (75 gp, 81 pts) and a three point lead on Pittsburgh (75 gp, 79 pts).
[image: ][image: ]View Post
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Connor Bedard's Year
By Paul
Kukla's Korner Hockey

04/04/2024
at
2:43pm EDT
Comments (0)

from Emily Kaplan of ESPN,
Bedard was anointed as the next face of the league before ever taking a shift, and the fanfare surrounding his NHL arrival has sometimes felt astronomical.
"Everyone is asking everything of him," Blackhawks president Jaime Faulkner said recently. "The league is asking for a lot. We are asking for a lot, the media, sponsors and fans. But he always responds with kindness, even when he doesn't need to. He is referred to as a robot because people only see his intensity. But both can be true. He can be driven and highly competitive, but grounded and gracious at the same time."
Bedard's veteran teammates like Taylor Hall cautioned against overexposure as the season began -- not out of jealousy, but protection for the teenager. "It can be a little much at times," Hall said. "He doesn't say that, but it feels like it is."
But Bedard has handled it all with professionalism, settling in on two to three media sessions a week, mostly in scrum settings. Even though he missed his first All-Star appearance because of his jaw, Bedard showed up in Toronto anyway (and, again successfully, still campaigned to participate, passing pucks to players in the skills competition).
"The number of directions he is pulled in, the attention and spotlight he receives in a new city -- it has to be taxing and exhausting," Davidson said. "But he rarely shows it."
It was full bore ever since he took his opening faceoff against his childhood idol, Crosby.
"Looking back," Bedard told ESPN recently, "it definitely was a lot. Kind of overwhelming, but fun at the same time. I just tried to take it all in and enjoy it."

much more
View Post
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Video- Edvinsson And Lalonde After Today's Practice
By Paul
Abel to Yzerman

04/04/2024
at
2:25pm EDT
Comments (5)

14 minutes of talk.
View Post

Filed In:Abel to Yzerman

Wings Practicing At The Training Center
By Paul
Abel to Yzerman

04/04/2024
at
11:14am EDT
Comments (5)

#RedWings starting practice with power play drills:
1. Raymond (net front), Larkin (bumper), Perron-Kane (flanks), Gostisbehere (point).
2. Fabbri/Compher (alternating net front/bumper), DeBrincat-Sprong (flanks), Seider (point). pic.twitter.com/YdlbYBdLVd
— Ansar Khan (@AnsarKhanMLive) April 4, 2024
View Post
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Video- Saves Of The Week
By Paul
Kukla's Korner Hockey

04/04/2024
at
10:27am EDT
Comments (0)

5 1/2 minutes to watch.
View Post
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An Afternoon With Jesper Wallstedt
By Paul
Kukla's Korner Hockey

04/04/2024
at
10:09am EDT
Comments (2)

from Joe Smith of The Athletic,
 Jesper Wallstedt wrapped up a local TV interview at Wells Fargo Arena last week and left the rink for the day.
The Minnesota Wild’s touted goalie prospect was asked during the segment about how the American Hockey League could also be called the “Always Hungry League,” and he had no disagreements.
“It really is,” he said.
It’s hard for every decision Wallstedt makes not to be about the next level right now. The 21-year-old Swede has rethought and rewatched his mid-January NHL debut countless times; a 7-2 loss will tend to stick with you. He was disappointed but not deterred. More so, he’s determined, especially after the pep talk he received from coach John Hynes on a plane ride home during a brief NHL stint this year.
Spend an afternoon with Wallstedt, and you’ll see the determination everywhere. Even his car: a humongous white Dodge Ram 4×4. He used to drive an Audi but notes that this will be better for inclement weather in the Twin Cities.
“Perfect in a snowstorm,” Wallstedt said.
“I’ll take anything to get up there.”
It shouldn’t be long.

continued
View Post
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NHL Short Notes
By Paul
Kukla's Korner Hockey

04/04/2024
at
3:03am EDT
Comments (4)

* Nikita Kucherov became the fifth player in the past 30 years to record 130 or more points in a single season and bested his own franchise record in the process as the Lightning defeated the Maple Leafs.

* Jason Robertson helped the Western Conference-leading Stars establish a franchise record with their eighth straight win while Quinn Hughes set a franchise mark of his own as the Canucks kept pace in second place.

* The Rangers earned a comeback win and maintained the top spot in the NHL standings as they continued to push for their first Presidents’ Trophy since 2014-15.

* A nine-game Thursday will feature pivotal matchups in both the Eastern and Western Conference Wild Card races, including the 69th all-time regular-season head-to-head between Sidney Crosby and Alex Ovechkin, with the Penguins captain entering the night just three assists shy of 1,000.
Continue Reading
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A Poor Performance From The Edmonton Oilers
By Paul
Kukla's Korner Hockey

04/04/2024
at
1:34am EDT
Comments (0)

from Mark Spector of Sportsnet,
The buzz word in hockey today is “mature.” As in, every team that weathers a storm or plays a solid third period talks about how “mature” a game they played.
So what do we call the game the Oilers laid down in Dallas Wednesday night, if not immature?
A veteran Oilers team folded up like a cheap tent in the second period of a 1-0 game, allowing four goals in a 5:48 span en route to a 5-0 loss.
“They get that second one and we completely go off script. That's just not our game,” said Ryan Nugent-Hopkins, after the Oilers’ third shutout effort of the season. “That's not how you're going to win at any point in the season, especially with nine games left against one of the best teams in the league.”
And the worst thing? Edmonton’s best players were their worst players, particularly assistant captains Leon Draisaitl and Darnell Nurse.

continued
Watch the highlights below.
Continue Reading
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Vezina Trophy Race 2023/24: Who’re the Best Goaltenders in the NHL this Season?
By Paul
Kukla's Korner Hockey

04/04/2024
at
1:30am EDT
Comments (0)

We may wax lyrical about the absurd rate of point scoring of Nikita Kucherov, Nathan MacKinnon, and Connor McDavid. We can even be in awe of Auston Matthews’ return to scoring 60 goals. However, the goaltender is invariably the most important player on the ice.
So, the Vezina Trophy race is invariably one of great interest. This season, there have been several worthy contenders to the crown. With the season moving through to the playoffs, it’s time to explore where the trophy currently owned by Linus Ullmark may go.

Continue Reading
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A Stressful Time Of Year For Alex Lyon
By Paul
Abel to Yzerman

04/03/2024
at
9:58pm EDT
Comments (2)

from John Niyo of the Detroit News,
And so is this, perhaps. After enduring a winless March, Lyon seemed to find his groove again over the past week, allowing two goals or fewer in three of four starts while posting a .934 save percentage in that stretch.
“He looks a lot more comfortable in his game,” Lalonde said, pointing to Lyon’s puckhandling and rebound control, among other encouraging signs. “And you can see he just exudes some confidence. You can tell when a goalie is on his ‘A’ game, and he's been there.”
He certainly was in the 4-2 win over the Lightning, stopping 34 shots, including a handful of high-danger chances in a frantic third period. Lyon called it a “grind” afterward.
“But those are games that you’re proud of,” he added. “The ones that are hard but you find a way. And I felt like that was the name of our game. It wasn't easy, but we stuck to it.”...
“Right now, we're just desperate,” said Lyon, who signed a two-year, $1.8 million deal with Detroit in July and then didn't get into a game until mid-November, when starter Ville Husso went down with an injury. “And that's what it feels like for me. And it's a good feeling. It's fun. It's intoxicating. There's a level of stress to it that isn't there at all points of the year. But you have to enjoy it and be excited for it. Because if you're scared of it, it's a problem.”
The Wings have their share of problems, no doubt. And you can add another injury to the list, as winger Michael Rasmussen likely will miss the next two games, according to Lalonde. But at the start of the season, nobody expected this team to be a shoo-in for the playoffs. And now that the calendar has flipped to April, here they are, with a chance to show everyone what they’re about.
“It's gonna be hard,” Lyon said. “And it's going to be nerve-racking. And it's gonna be ugly sometimes. But as long as you just keep trying, good things are gonna happen. That's the mindset that we have.”

more ($)
View Post
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Video- The Puck Dropped At MSG, Then
By Paul
Kukla's Korner Hockey

04/03/2024
at
8:02pm EDT
Comments (20)

Continue Reading
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Video- Who's In, Who's Out
By Paul
Abel to Yzerman

04/03/2024
at
4:52pm EDT
Comments (0)

The second Wild Card is still up for grabs in the East! Who's going to step up and take it?@KathrynTappen | @BriBrows22 | @KenDaneykoMSG | #NHLNowpic.twitter.com/CrTp2Qwddb
— NHL Network (@NHLNetwork) April 3, 2024
View Post
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Coach Lalonde On Joe Veleno
By Paul
Abel to Yzerman

04/03/2024
at
2:16pm EDT
Comments (14)

from Ansar Khan of Mlive,
Veleno played only 4:42 against the Lightning, getting just two shifts in the first period and one in the second before returning after Rasmussen got hurt. He has logged less than 10 minutes in three of the past four games.
“You’re seeking consistency from him,” Lalonde said. “The first time Dylan (Larkin) was out, there were some games he was at 20-22 minutes, playing one or two center.
“There’s just some inconsistencies in his game. Last game it got away from us a little bit in that he only had a handful of minutes, but Tampa is a different animal on the road. Every time I was ready to have him up, (Braydon) Point and (Nikita) Kucherov were coming out and then the special teams started rolling. We kind of got into a little rhythm. But early in the game, he turns the puck over and it ends up in our zone for 90 seconds against their top guys.
“He’s showing flashes of some elite hockey and then there’s some flashes of his game where it’s not where any of us want it to be. It’s just consistency, because it’s all there -- the tools, he can skate.”

more on the Wings
View Post
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Video- Goals Of The Week
By Paul
Kukla's Korner Hockey

04/03/2024
at
2:06pm EDT
Comments (0)

9 1/2 minutes of goals.
View Post
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Video- Afternoon Line -John Tortorella
By Paul
Kukla's Korner Hockey

04/03/2024
at
1:43pm EDT
Comments (2)

John Tortorella delivered an impassioned @NHLFlyers press conference today, explaining his coaching philosophies and interactions with players.

A must-watch 90-seconds 🍿 pic.twitter.com/8mvhOVvLBu
— B/R Open Ice (@BR_OpenIce) April 3, 2024
Much longer version is below.
Continue Reading
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Video- Trending Topics With Gino Reda
By Paul
Kukla's Korner Hockey

04/03/2024
at
1:14pm EDT
Comments (0)

via the YouTube page of TSN,
A communication breakdown in Montreal leads to a very awkward moment for the referees. Jeff Skinner hits his 1,000th game. The Vancouver Canucks drop another game in dramatic fashion. All that and more as 7-Eleven That's Hockey host Gino Reda takes you through the trending topics of the day!
View Post
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An Optional Practice Today
By Paul
Abel to Yzerman

04/03/2024
at
11:12am EDT
Comments (3)

Looks like an optional practice today for #RedWings in preparation for Friday’s home game vs. Rangers (7, @BallySportsDET Extra) with about 6-7 players not skating including Rasmussen, who left in the third period Monday with an upper body injury. pic.twitter.com/AcMCwCQbO6
— Ansar Khan (@AnsarKhanMLive) April 3, 2024
View Post
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Snapshot Of The Wild Card Race In The East
By Paul
Abel to Yzerman

04/03/2024
at
8:40am EDT
Comments (12)

Includes the Flyers in the third spot in the Metropolitan.
[image: ]View Post
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The Florida Panthers Want Sam Reinhart Back
By Paul
Kukla's Korner Hockey

04/03/2024
at
7:38am EDT
Comments (0)

from Pierre LeBrun of The Athletic,
The balance for Zito and the Panthers will be to fit something in under the salary cap that will allow the team to continue to contend. It’s the challenge all the elite contenders face, making the numbers work with their core players.
Business is business, but it’s difficult to imagine Reinhart leaving a place that players around the league are tripping over themselves to get to, Vladimir Tarasenko being the latest when he gave the Ottawa Senators the Panthers as his only desired destination before waiving his full no-move clause last month ahead of the trade deadline.
The Panthers are a perennial contender, between the lifestyle in South Florida and lack of state income tax. Of course, Reinhart would have to take less than what the July 1 market could offer. That’s obvious.
“Absolutely, for sure there’s a couple of sides to it,” Reinhart said. “You know when you’re trying to make a decision there’s a lot that goes into it. This place checks a lot of boxes, that’s for sure.”...
Reinhart is playing out a three-year deal carrying a $6.5 million average annual value. What will be as important as anything for him will be term, having only done short-term deals throughout his NHL career, dating back to his Buffalo days.
He’s also 28, and obviously there’s always concern about post-30 production in the NHL. There’s also the fact he’s gone from a 30-goal scorer in his two previous seasons to such a monumental jump at age 28. His previous high was 33 goals two years ago. Included in his career-high 52-goal tally is a whopping 27 power-play goals, which easily leads the NHL.
The bottom line is that the Panthers absolutely want to keep him, but it’s an interesting extension to get done.

more ($)
View Post
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All Grant Fuhr
By Paul
Kukla's Korner Hockey

04/03/2024
at
7:30am EDT
Comments (0)

Betway did a recent question and answer with Hockey Hall of Fame Member Grant Fuhr.
Is it important to have a veteran goalie on the squad to help guide younger goalies?
I think the dynamic has changed. When I came into the league, I didn’t have a goalie coach for the first 13 years, so your partner was your guy to bounce things off of. Whereas now a lot of guys have their own goalie coach, the team has a goalie coach, there’s a director of goalie development, so you’ve got a lot of guys in the system who you can bounce ideas off of. Which means you don’t really have to have that veteran guy now. You can go with two young guys, because you have other guys for them to talk to. Whereas back in my day, the veteran was important, because he was literally your only sounding board.
Do you think our understanding of goaltending is behind because goaltenders are almost playing a different sport than skaters? 
Yeah! You’re looking at basically three hours of being engaged. For me the biggest misnomer that everybody talks about, that you hear about, is save percentage. I’m not a fan of save percentage. I’m a fan of ‘Can you make the right save at the right time?’ And they don’t have a dynamic for that yet. At some point they’ll come up with it, it’s getting better and better. But every building counts shots differently. So, save percentage I kind of throw out the window. I look at quality of saves at opportune times in the game. Can you make that save to change the momentum of the game? Can you make that save to save a game? That’s more important to me, and win. It was like that when I came into the league, and it’s like that now. Can you win a game when it’s on the line? That to me is the biggest statistic there is.
Continue Reading
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Close, But No Playoffs Again Detroit
By Paul
Abel to Yzerman

04/03/2024
at
7:08am EDT
Comments (6)

from Carlos Monarrez of the Detroit Free Press,
Someday, the Detroit Red Wings will make the playoffs again. And someday, when the Wings do get there, they will make some noise and win a series.
But if we learned anything from their tough five-game trip that bordered on disastrous, it’s that the Wings still lack enough of the elite skill and toughness to sneak into the playoffs for the first time since 2016 — and then beat a top seed once they get there.
At the very least, they’re getting closer to being a legitimate playoff team. They’re playing consistent, disciplined hockey under Derek Lalonde. They’re careful with the puck at both ends, calculated on offense and boast a top-10 power play.
But a measly four points out of a possible 10, with two losses coming via shutout, isn’t the kind of inspiring late-season charge anyone wants to see from a team on the playoff bubble....
I’ve applauded general manager Steve Yzerman for keeping the team intact at the trade deadline this season. Because that’s the first step in him considering the Wings a playoff team instead of an annual yard sale for the NHL’s power brokers to pick through like rich neighbors offering you pennies for those pricey P90X videos you never opened.
Yzerman’s inaction is a start, but it still falls short of the next and most important step: Adding key pieces that help a team not only reach the playoffs but also win series.

more ($)
View Post
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Video- The TSN Insiders On Tuesday Night
By Paul
Kukla's Korner Hockey

04/03/2024
at
3:57am EDT
Comments (0)

via TSN's YouTube page,
TSN’s Hockey Insiders discuss Team Canada’s roster build for the 2024 Men’s Worlds, the Flyers working on a contract extension with new goalie Ivan Fedotov, Shane Wright in the spotlight after a call-up from the Kraken and coveted NCAA free agent Collin Graf nearing a decision on which NHL team to sign with.
View Post
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Rick Tocchet On The Play Of His Team
By Paul
Kukla's Korner Hockey

04/03/2024
at
3:48am EDT
Comments (0)

from Iain MacIntyre of Sportsnet,
Against a heavyweight team, the Vancouver Canucks were lightweights on Tuesday.
Playing the Stanley Cup champion Vegas Golden Knights, a possible first-round playoff opponent for the Canucks in 2 ½ weeks, Vancouver was blown open early and lost 6-3.
The Canucks’ slack defending and awful execution in the first 10 minutes, as they served a pile of outnumbered rushes to a big, fast Vegas team that feasts on them, never gave Vancouver a chance to win.
The statement the Canucks made against a formidable opponent, so soon after four losses in Vancouver against playoff-bound teams, will surely embolden the Knights.
“I think as an individual, you look at your game. . . and: 'How can I play better? What can I do to do. . . to contribute to the team?'” Canuck coach Rick Tocchet told reporters after the game. “If everybody does that, you know, you hope the next game will improve on that. Some guys have got to look at their shifts and, 'What can I do different to help the team?' There's a penalty kill; can we be a little bit more aggressive on the wall to get that (puck) out? I think we were a little light getting in there. I just thought we were a little light everywhere. And that's not the type of game you want when you get into the stretch drive, so we've got to find it quickly.”

continued
Game highlights are below.
Continue Reading
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About Kukla's Korner
Kukla’s Korner is updated around the clock with the work of our own talented bloggers, plus links to the best hockey writing around the internet.  We strive to bring you all the breaking hockey news as it happens.
The home page allows you to see the latest postings from every blog on the site. Subscribe here.  For general inquiries and more, please contact us anytime.
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